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PRIVATE PERSON LEGAL STATUTE 
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 During human societies evolution the juridical capacity wasn't 
recognized to all people, its covering being determined by the social 
order where the govern type gave edicts and laws to regulate the juridical 
capacity content. Today the juridical capacity seems to be a premise of 
law subject quality being a condition sine qua non of real rights and 
obligations in law subjects. 
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The oldest information about the juridical capacity comes from the 
Roman society. So, in the Roman law the free person who got the juridical 
capacity must fulfill the three essential status: status libertatis, status 
civitatis and status familiae. The juridical capacity however didn't appear 
as an inherent quality of the human being, so not all the people had the 
juridical capacity. The slave was totally deprived of juridical capacity; he 
was considered from the juridical point of view as a thing, a kind of goods, 
his master could sell him, kill him, he had no right to have a family, to ask 
for justice, to get estates. In the Roman society the full juridical capacity 
belonged only to men "pater familias" , majors and mental healthy ones, free 
Roman citizens. 

The Gaeto-Dacians society didn't run away from the antiquity 
typical structure, differentiating persons in social categories. In the Gaeto-
Dacians society the juridical capacity differentiation was done generally 
according to social class, sex and age. 

The Geto-Dacian aristocracy had all the civil and political privileges 
while the mass of peasants had restricted legal capacity as the roman 
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plebeians. As of the position of the slaves, this reflects, as everywhere, their 
situation as speaking tools and work objects. 

There, the slavery relations have had a sporadic character, never 
generalized in classical forms and the position of the slaves had still hold 
patriarchal characteristics for a long time.  

From the perspective of the use capacity concept, the feudalism 
social-economic formation represented a progress compare to antique 
society because the use capacity range was much more the biggest. 
Romanian common law recognized the use capacity to all people, though in 
Wallachia and Moldavia was existed the social category of thralls whose use 
capacity was very much decreased being, from the juridical point of view, 
closed to the slave one. 

In the feudal époque, the criterion which differentiates the juridical 
capacity domain, was the social class appurtenance, citizenship, sex, 
religion, age one. 

From the perspective of the capacity of use, the social-economical 
structure of the feudalism represented a progress as compared to the ancient 
society because the sphere of the capacity of use was larger. The Romanian 
Common Law recognized the capacity of use to all persons, although in the 
Romanian Country and Moldavia had existed the social category of serfs, 
whose capacity of use had been very reduced, legally close to the one of the 
slaves. 

We should take in consideration that the notion of man as social 
individual had been the same with the notion of the person in the legal term 
(holder of rights and obligations). All persons were recognized the capacity 
of use, at least in principle. But a first discrimination was made according to 
the social status, to the dimensions of the production means owned. 
Therefore, we distinguish different legal positions according to the 
dimension of the capacity of use: the noble, the feudal, the clergy, the 
townsman, the free peasant, the serf.  

Oppressor classes (nobility, clergy, high officials) detained all the 
public and private rights (full juridical capacity) and the exploited ones 
had more obligations than rights. Regarding to the capacity to have rights, 
taking into consideration the juridical situation, you can observe in the 
Feudal Romanian law, especially in the Transylvanian one, on one side the 
capacity to have certain rights and on the other hand the capacity to use 
them. This right recognized to all free persons the use juridical capacity but 
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a non equal one acc. to their social position. Higher position, more rights to 
the person. So, the subjective right appeared as class privilege. Inequality of 
law subjects acc. To class appurtenance, was an essential outline in the 
Romanian Feudal Law and in fact in all other feudal laws but in the same 
in the range of juridical capacity inequality we will find also other criterion 
of: sex (the woman had a restraint capacity), religion (especially in 
Transylvania where the non catholic believers had restraint rights), 
citizenship ( foreigners hadn't full juridical capacity) and age. 

Bourgeoisie law in change, stipulated the equality of the persons in 
front of the law, doesn't matter the sex, religion, social appurtenance, 
education degree, will autonomy principle, etc. In the bourgeoisie law it's 
considered that, as a rule, the person has the use capacity, a positive fact, 
and formally this is true, too. When we refer to the person juridical capacity, 
we should refer to all range of rights and liberties the human personality 
claims, a part of them proclaimed by bourgeois constitutions. 

In April 1932 issued the Law re. to the cancellation of the married 
woman incapacity, which abrogated a lot of articles of Civil Code, 
Commercial Code and Civil Procedure Code. The issue in Feb.1945 of 
Minorities Nationalities Statute signed a success of the democratic 
popular revolution, declaring the equality of all Romanian citizens in front 
of the law, establishing the fact they can enjoy themselves of all the civil 
and politic rights doesn't matter their race, nationality, language or religion. 
This Statue has forbidden the inquiry re. to Romanian citizens ethnic origin 
in order to establish their juridical situation (Art.2). 

Thus, the law subject quality of all people (with juridical capacity) 
appeared step-by-step in our country too, having the present shape after the 
entering into force of the Romanian Civil Code followed by Decree 31st 
on 1954. 

In the contemporary society the juridical capacity is a premise of the 
law subject quality being a condition sine qua non of the concrete rights and 
obligations of law subjects, without it being impossible the people 
participation as private person or in organizations as juridical person, at 
juridical ruled social relationships. 

Today, acc. to art.16 of Romanian Constitution and art.4 of 
Decree 31st on 1954, all private persons (human beings) have the use 
capacity, namely the general aptitude to be rights and obligations titular no 
matter the race, nationality, religion, education degree or social origin. 
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